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CENTER FIRE RIFLES - contd. 

MODEL 742-760 "BDL" GRADE - contd. 

All new standard machines have been installed in the production 
area. The Fore End custom checkerinq machine should be ready 
for initial tryout by the end of March. 

The committee was advised of a Winchester picture patent of a 
Stock ~th-~~ske~weave and fiqure desiqn impressed checkering. 
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Legal analysis of potential patent conflicts by patent attorney. 
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R & D is to review in detail the P1'0pos~ij. desi*·- and ·~!~. 
background of the Model 742-7~~~' ch~~,riri.~ desi~~ with}P 
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the patent attorney. The s~ent djio~~r ~npased''~n 
the data, is to determine)~emin9,~on·1;~ pe~;J~on. 
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MODEL ss1-S<Ti~·~.BDL" '~t::: RIM. F~RE 'itrFLE:S 

:~~~. ~-~~~~ . -~·~!·~~~ ··~:i:, ~~i;.j(.i~:~~~ 
Px;~g}JCti~. r.Hed th~~ tool design for the .. BDL" grade rifle 

, __ , . ,, co~i~~~.nt~'.;,ha~~~be~n completed. :ooling- has been, requested so 
-d~1"~'~'''';5ha'.~,pl.l-pJ~';f>Pel!;i.t1ons can start in May. 
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. :l'~r:~,~~· ;~!'. Mlr't/,:'.~600 "';ft:&ror.oADING RIM FIRE RIFLE 

J'~ 1~h~~~·"· _ -~~[:?~ D ·~eviewed a proto~y~e. of the proposed autc:>load~n9 Rim 
~~, .~~ ..... ,,;:nF1re Rifle based on ut1l12inq the Nylon 66 Action wi.th a 
·;1~,, J;r walnut Stock and Fore End. The basic desic;rn was described. 

~~~~~~i'!~~'f? The formed Receiver cover with ]:)razed ~der metal ends was 
projected as a new area for future gun development. The 
functionin9 parts inside the formed Receiver could be 
accommodated by either a nylon insert or as part of the 
Fire control Assembly. 
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